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Consumers can now ﬁle a class action suit

law book

IN ACTION People with a common grievance can file one case under Section 12(1) (c) of the Consumer Protection Act

SUNIL TYAGI
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In an earlier column, we had
discussed a judgment of the
National Consumer Redressal
Commission (NCDRC), in
the matter of Lotus Panache
We l f a re A s s o c i at i o n ve rsus Granite Gate Properties
Private Limited.
The commission in the
case had pondered whether,
under Section 12(1)(b) of the
Consumer Protection Act,
which lays down that ‘any recognised consumer association
whether the consumer to whom
the goods sold or delivered or
agreed to be sold or delivered
or services provided or agreed
to be provided is a member of
such association or not’.
On interpretation the
NCDRC had held that any recognised consumer association
could file a complaint on behalf
of a consumer even if the latter
was not a member, under the
provisions of Section 12(1)(b) of
the Act. The same rights were
conferred on such an association as were available to the
consumer, in case the services
rendered to the consumer were
found to be deficient or defective.
The NCDRC, in a recent
matter, rendered a landmark
judgment, in Ambrish Kumar
Shukla and Others vs Ferrous
Infrastructure Private Limited,
dated October 7, 2016, while
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interpreting Section 12(1) (c)
of the Act. It said that “one or
more consumers, where there
are numerous consumers, having same interest, with the permission of the district forum,
on behalf of, or for benefit of,
all consumers, so interested’’
can file a complaint under
Section 12(1) (c) of the Act. No
person, who does not qualify
as a consumer in terms of section 2(1)(d) of the Act, can be a
party to a complaint, nor can
he be amongst the persons on
whose behalf or for whose benefit such a complaint is filed.
Therefore, a cooperative
society, firm, association or
other society cannot file such
a complaint under the section
mentioned, unless such society,
firm or association itself is a
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cheque book
HARSH ROONGTA
We are four brothers and sisters (all
married). My father had a house in
his name in Delhi. I have sold that
house and with that amount I have
purchased another house in
Mumbai within a month. Please
advise me as to whether it violates
any property law and whether it
involves any tax implications?

- Shikhar Mukherjee
There is no violation of any
property law unless you
have sold the inherited property without legal authorisation from other legal heirs.
There would be capital gains
tax payable by you and the
other heirs on their individ-

consumer as defined in the Act.
The NCDRC in Ambrish
Kumar Shukla case dealt with
the question pertaining to class
action, whereby a complaint
can be filed by one or more persons on behalf of, or for the benefit of all the persons having
a common grievance against
the same party and seeking the
same/identical relief, under
section 12(1)(c) of the Act.
The NCDRC held that such
a group seeking common relief
and having a community of
interest can file the ‘class
action suit’ under section 12(1)
(c) of the Act against the same
service provider.
Also, once a complaint in a
representative capacity is filed
under section 12(1) (c) of the
Act and permission for filing

ual shares in the inherited
property.
If the cost of your new
house is more than the longterm capital gains, there are
no tax implications for
you.

If one sells the property for `75
lakh and the long-term capital
gain tax is around `10 lakh, (1) Is
it `10 lakh (ie capital gain tax
amount) that has to be put in capital gain bonds and remaining `65
lakh can be utilised to repay loan
or reinvest in another property; or

such a complaint is given by
the consumer forum, a second
complaint under the same section is not maintainable by
or on behalf of the consumer
having the same interest and
seeking the same relief.
It is necessary that such a
complaint is filed on behalf of,
or for the benefit of all persons
having such a community of
interest.
The NCDRC held that for
applicability of section 12(1)
(c) of the Act, the essential feature is the common grievance
of numerous people, which is
sought to be redressed through
a representative action. Thus,
so long as the grievance of the
consumers is common and
identical relief is claimed for
all of them, the cost, size, area

(2) The entire `75 lakh has to be
put in capital gain bonds or reinvested?
- Manik Sharma

You need to invest `10 lakh
in capital gain bonds within
six months of the transfer
date.

I have taken a home loan of `15
lakh from a national bank. Along
with the loan the bank told me it
was mandatory to go for both its
life insurance and general insurance schemes. Please tell me if
these covers are mandatory.

of the flat/plot, date of booking/allotment/purchase, would
be wholly immaterial.
Another question dealt with
in the Ambrish Kumar case
was directed at the matter of
pecuniary jurisdiction of consumer forums for entertaining consumer complaints. It
was asked whether pecuniary
jurisdiction was to be determined by taking the value of
the property as a whole or the
extent of deficiency alleged
and whether pecuniary (monetary) jurisdiction was to be
determined taking the value
of goods and service for individual consumer or the aggregate value of the properties of
all consumers getting together
to file the consumer complaint.
The NCDRC held that a com-

Additionally, I want to bring down
the interest rate according to the
latest RBI guidelines.
However, my bank is reluctant to
do so, saying they are yet to get a
circular from the RBI. What is the
procedure to bring down my home
loan rate?
- Robin Sagar
Banks cannot mandatorily
tag their insurance offerings along with loans. This
is specifically prohibited by
regulation.
But banks can make the
cover itself mandatory, in
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I purchased a 150 sq yard two
storey house in Janakpuri, New
Delhi, in August 2015. At the
time of signing the sale agreement, I paid 75% consideration
and took possession of the
property. The agreement is registered. According to the agreement, I had six months time to
pay the balance consideration.
But the seller died before I
could pay the balance
consideration. His family is
now trying to evict me. Please
suggest an appropriate
recourse.
-Santosh Jha

plaint under Section 12 (1)(c)
of the Consumer Protection
Act was maintainable before
this Commission (NCDRC) in
which aggregate of the value
of the goods purchased or the
services hired or availed of by
all the consumers on whose
behalf or for whose benefit the
complaint was instituted and
the total compensation, if any,
claimed in respect of all such
consumers exceeded `1 crore.
It held that for determining
the pecuniary jurisdiction of
the consumer forum, what was
essential was the value of goods
purchased or services hired or
availed by the consumer and
the compensation claimed.
The pecuniary jurisdiction
of the consumer forum was not
determined based on the cost of
removing defect or deficiencies
in goods or services.
Also since a complaint under
section 12(1) (c) of the Act could
be filed only where there were
numerous consumers having
the same interest and it had
to be filed on behalf and for
the benefit of all the consumers so interested, it was the
aggregate of the value of goods
purchased or services hired or
availed of, by all those numerous consumers and the total
compensation, if any, claimed
for all those consumers, which
would determine the pecuniary
jurisdiction.

According to the information provided by you, you
had executed a registered
agreement to sell, and are
now willing to perform your
part of the agreement. You
also have the possession of
the property. Therefore, you
can file a suit for specific
performance before the
court of competent jurisdiction against the legal heirs
of the seller, and seek execution of the sale deed by
them in your favour.
We are two brothers (including
me) and one sister. My mother
expired in 2010 without leaving
a will. There is a property in
Gurgaon in my mother’s name
and my dad is staying there.
Recently, my father requested
my brother and my sister to
execute a gift deed in his
favour so that the property
gets transferred in his name
exclusively, and he can avail a
loan on it. He promised us that
he will write a will so that
after his death, the property is
inherited by me, my brother
and my sister. Can he change

The author is senior partner, ZEUS
Law, a corporate commercial law firm.
One of its areas of specialisation is real
estate advisory and litigation practice.
If you have any queries, email us at
htestates@hindustantimes.com orht@
zeus.firm.in

the will whenever he wants
and bequeath the entire property to one of my siblings?
- Mahesh Menon

There is no restriction in
law on changing the contents of the will during a
person’s lifetime, so your
father may change the will
as many times as he wants
and may bequeath his
property to anyone he
wishes.

I am a 35-year-old unmarried
man. Me and my sister recently
inherited a property from our
father. We both executed a partition deed last month to get our
respective share. Although we
have paid the requisite stamp
duty and executed the partition
deed, we are yet to register the
same. Is there a specific time
period within which it must be
registered?
- Thomas Kutty

Any document, which is
required to be registered
under the provisions of the
Registration Act, 1908, must
be presented for registration within four months of
the date of its execution.
Therefore, you must present
it for registration to the
appropriate sub-registrar at
the earliest.
The author is senior partner,
ZEUS Law, a corporate commercial
law firm. One of its areas of specialisation is real estate transactional
and litigation work. If you have any
queries, email us at htestates@hindustantimes.com or ht@zeus.firm.in

which case you will need to
take these policies independently from the market.
In the market, better and
cheaper insurance policies
are available even from several national banks.
If you want to reduce your
rate, just shift the loan to
another lender. That will
ensure you get the latest
interest rate on your loan.
The author is a chartered accountant and a Sebi registered investment
adviser
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Affordable housing segment
to remain key growth driver
HT Estates Correspondent
■

Get floored by these floor coverings
Throw a rug, spread out a carpet - get colour and warmth indoors
Ritu Ghai
■
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Manasi Kumar from Civil Lines,
Delhi, believes that the right
carpet or rug can transform a
room. “Every winter, I bring
out my old rugs and carpets,
give them a good shake and
place them all over the house
to create some winter-warm
corners. In the summer, I place
cotton dhurries, killims and
small rugs in different corners
of the house. For a good buy
I scout old-time favourite markets like Connaught Place
and Lajpat Nagar.
Re c e n t ly, I ve n tured into Home
Town Noida and was
happy to see their
collection of soft
rugs and warm cozy
blankets. I also check
in at Shyam Ahuja’s
store near Saket for exquisite floor coverings and
sometimes visit Central
Cottage Industries
Store at Janpath
to source authentic Kashmiri
carpets and
rugs.
Pujika Kapoor

from Ramprastha Greens,
Vaishali, likes to add an ethnic
touch to her home. “Though
a lot of branded rugs float in
the market today, my personal
favourite sare the dhurries and
rugs from FabIndia. These are
not only affordable but infuse
warmth and a certain earthiness
in the house,” she says.
Praveena Saksena who flies
down from the US after every
two years to meet her father
in south Delhi’s, Gulmohar
Enclave, says “Having grown
up here, I am not new to Delhi
markets. I am always amazed by
the enthusiasm with which
people shop and celebrate
seasons here. Though the
country enjoys a short spell

of winter the markets are flooded with quilts, blankets, throws
and rugs in rich designs and
warm colours. I usually carry
quite a few vintage items from
FabIndia and Hauz Khas village
to New Jersey. For a furniture
buy I opt for a door-to-door
service to the US. My favourites
are the shops in Janpath with
hundreds of colourful items
and good bargain deals. Shops
in Sadar Bazaar also have floor
coverings in every conceiveable
tprice range. Other places I frequent are Select Citywalk and
shops in Shahpur Jat for some
eye-catching items.”
NK Choudhary, CMD, Jaipur
Rugs, talks about what the consumers look for while choosing
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a rug for their home,
“Indian consumers are
very different from those
across the globe. They
look for vibrancy in their
rugs and for colours that
match with the existing furnishings in
the room. Most of
them prefer more
traditional designs.
Usually purchases
are not driven by seasons in India but more by
what goes well with the
house décor. Through
our customer education initiatives, we
strongly communicate
that rugs are not just a
commodity, they are the
happy spot of any room.
They can infuse positivity and
energy in any space.”
People’s tastes differ when it
comes to choosing a carpet as it
an “extension of the arts,” says
Dhruv Chandra of The Carpet
Cellar at Anand Lok and also
at Sultanpur, MG Road.
“Carpets are like art pieces and our eyes have been
enriched by Persian, Turkish
and Moghul influences from the
past. Choosing a perfect piece
for your décor is not easy but

there are a lot
of options
to choose from.
Nowadays, there is a
growing trend among
people to pick up traditional Persian and
Oriental carpets, tribal
rugs and dhurries with modern
geometrical prints, abstract
art, patchwork carpets, and
overdyed carpets with contemporary designs. Customers are
also asking for Scandinavian
designs, Moroccan and
Persian killims, which are flatwoven pieces made in Persia,
Afghanistan Turkey, Kurdistan,
and neighbouring areas. The
Modern contemporary rugs are
fads and phase out every two to
three years ,” he says.
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With most homebuyers and
investors deferring their decision to purchase a house hoping
prices will fall further following
the ban on `500 and `1000 notes,
the growth in home loans is
expected to be low. It’s expected
to range between 16% to 18%
this financial year as compared
to the earlier expectated level
of 18% to 20%, as per ICRA
estimates.
“While growth in the prime
home loan segment could witness moderation, the affordable
housing segment is likely to
grow at a faster pace than industry with efforts being made to
address the supply, demand and
affordability issues,” says Rohit
Inamdar, group head financial
sector ratings, ICRA.
Post demonetisation, the
delinquencies in the affordable housing and self-employed
segments would increase given
the borrowers’ reliance on cash
transactions. What this means
is that after demonetisation,
cash incomes have been impacted and some self-employed
homebuyers may have found
it difficult to pay at least two
to three installments. They may
have missed payments giving
rise to increased delinquencies
but the situation has now been
normalised.
Further, given the expected
correction in property prices
liquidity of properties may get
hampered, impacting the loss
given default (loss in shares of
an asset if a borrower defaults) .
Despite rising portfolio vulnerability owing to increasing
share of non housing loans,

Infrastructure status accorded to affordable housing projects will
stimulate wider investor community.
HT PHOTO

■

higher share of self-employed
and low-income borrowers
within housing loan segment
and high competitive intensity
leading to dilution in lending
norms, gross NPAs are expeted
for housing finance companies
(HFCs) to remain range-bound
between 0.9% to 1.3% over the
medium term, says Inamdar.
H av i n g s a i d t h a t , t h e
infrastructure status accorded
to affordable housing projects
will stimulate wider investor
community and improve the
access to funding avenues like
insurance and pension funds
thereby boosting the supply of
affordable homes.
Further, extension of the
credit-linked subsidy scheme to
loans of value upto `12 lakh will

expand the eligible borrower
base and also improve affordability of the borrowers owing to
lower equated monthly installments (EMIs) and lead to better
debt burden ratios.
Incremental funding costs
for HFCs have come down
considerably in the second
half of the financial year
2017 with many HFCs raising
funds at median rates of 7.5%
to 8%. Therefore, cost of funds
is likely to moderate further
for HFCs.
The reported capital adequacy for HFCs remained
comfortable, due to the benefit from relatively lower risk
weights for home loans and
commercial real estate loans
for residential projects.

Developer gets clearance nod
HT Estates Correspondent
■
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A developer in Gurgaon, Emaar
India, has received occupancy certificate) for the second phase of its
premiumluxuryproject.ThePalm
Drive is located on Golf Course
Extension Road in Sector 66.
This is the third project
delivery in as many months
by Emaar India, which is presently focused on rapid execution
and seamless delivery of all its
ongoing projects.
Emaar India has received

and comprise 1460 units. Stateoccupation certificate for 378
of-the-art lifestyle is on offer.
units in Premier Terraces, Palm
“This is another noteworStudios, and Palm Terraces,
thy milestone in our endeavwhich are part of The Palm
our towards swift delivery and
Drive project.
handover of all the ongoing
Earlier, the company had
delivered more than 500 units of
projects, and we are pleased to
Sky Terraces, Premier Terraces
share it with our customers.
and Garden Terraces, along with
We a r e h a p p y t h a t o u r
the luxurious clubhouse having
focused efforts to fast track
premium recreational facilities,
all the projects are yielding
and 262 EWS units, in The Palm
results, as we aim towards
Drive project.
delivery of 3,000 residential
Around 300 families have
units by the end of 2017,”
already moved in the project,
says Sanjay Malhotra, chief
which is spread across 37 acres P r i nexecutive
t e d a n d d iofficer,
s t r i b u t eEmaar
d b y P r India.
essReader
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